Route 35 Name Change Bill
"A bill renaming route 35"

Whereas(1): In 2013, Hullabaloo Hall opened on the North side of Texas A&M’s campus; and,

Whereas(2): For years Route 35, or “Hullabaloo” has serviced the area between the MSC and the Holleman Dr. West area of College Station; and,

Whereas(3): Many students have been confused by the fact that “Hullabaloo” route goes nowhere near Hullabaloo Hall; and,

Whereas(4): Lawrence Sullivan Ross was a president of Texas A&M, and his image, “Sully” has served as an icon to students for generations.
Therefore
Let it be
Enacted(1): Route 35 be renamed from "Hullabaloo" to "Sully"

Let it be
Further
Enacted(2): A copy of this bill be sent to:
Peter Lange Executive Director, Transportation Services
Madeline Dillard Assistant Director-Transit, Transportation Services